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Press Release

Uppsala, Sweden, Tuesday September 26, 2000

Increased focus on mobile solutions for companies

Nocom launches Mobilectrl intranet

Nocom AB (publ) is launching Mobilectrl™ Intranet, one of the market’s first mobile solutions for intranet

services. The platform is specifically designed for companies and organizations that wish to provide their

employees with fast, secure and high-quality information through a mobile information channel over which they

have full control.

“Nocom Mobilectrl Intranet enables companies to provide IT support to staff out in the field, regardless of what

sort of WAP phone, palmtop (PDA) or operator they are using,” says Roger Jonneryd, business manager for

mobile solutions at Nocom. “Our platform provides companies with a cost-effective and future-proof solution

that helps improve the efficiency of everyday company processes and procedures.”

Nocom Mobilectrl Intranet has been developed in close collaboration with users who have tested and evaluated

the new technology via WAP Direct, Nocom’s fast and secure management solution for mobile services. The

aim of Mobilectrl Intranet is to offer companies a platform that can be easily adapted to the increased need for

companies to provide IT support for the mobile world. The system offers, for example, field technicians, sales

people and others direct contact with their company’s IT systems for, among other things, ordering, time

recording, and work requisitioning and follow-up.

Mobilectrl Intranet is part of Nocom’s range of ASP (application service provider) services, which is being

launched under the name of Mobilectrl™.Net. Other products include Mobilectrl™ Finance and Mobilectrl™

Travel.
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Nocom AB (publ) was founded in 1985 and is listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange Attract 40 (NOCM B).

Nocom provides companies with e-business solutions for the Internet and wireless networks. The company is based in Uppsala,

Sweden with offices in Stockholm and Gothenburg, Sweden; Oslo, Norway; Helsinki, Finland; Copenhagen, Denmark; London,

the UK and Warsaw, Poland.  The Nocom group employs over 220 persons. 

For further information, visit www.nocom.com


